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Objectives

These few slides to share main objectives with you:

• Why Do We Need Accreditation?
• How to Get Accreditation?
  - General steps ...
  - Steps the college must do ...
• Self Assessment Study
  - How to do it...
1- increase confidence in the outcomes
2- ensure basic requirements
3- for licensing ...

Should put in mind that Accreditation is

A CONTINUOUS PROCESS

NOT FOR GRADING COLLEGES
Full accreditation – valid for 6 years
Partial accreditation – for up to 2 years
Refuse accreditation – reapply after 1 year
Steps the college must do ...

1- Self assessment study (SAS)

2- Self assessment report (SAR) & Documents

3- Application to the NCAMC
Self assessment study (SAS)

**Why**
- To see where the college is (SWOT) …
- Put a plan for development …
- To follow up this plan …

**Committees**
For each area & SC & HC
- High authority …
- Dedication …
- Comprehensive awareness …

**Team work**
For each standards
- Awareness campaigns …
- Whole college as one team …
- Continuous efforts …

**Documents**
For each activity
- Different types …
- Indexing …
- Updating …

Presence --- Application --- Effectiveness
Good Luck ...